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Priyanka And Nick Jonas Wedding Photos

Priyanka shared a photo of Nick's mehendi pattern which read: 'Om Priyanka Chopra, who tied the knot as per Hindu traditions
with Nick Jonas on December 02, 2018, is entertaining fans with her wedding photos.. Priyanka Jawalkar is an actress, known
for Kala Varam Aaye (2017) and Taxiwaala (2018).. Dec 27, 2018 - Priyanka Chopra married Nick Jonas in Jodhpur's Umaid
Bhavan Palace.. The job of us bridesmaids was to make sure the bride was happy and comfortable at all times.. Nick learned
Bollywood song 'Bom Diggy' and performed it with his groomsmen 'Priyanka And Nick Jonas'It all began as a fierce song &
dance competition between the families but ended, as always, as a huge celebration of love,' Priyanka wrote on.. A source told
E! News, 'Priyanka's bridal party performed 'In My City' at the Sangeet.. Priyanka And Nick JonasPriyanka Nick First Wedding
PicsCan take and their families sure know how to wedding.. And to see what each side had put together ' JOSEPH
RADHIK/MEGA Girl Power The bride cheers with her female guests and wedding party members, including future sister-in-
law Sophie Turner, who is engaged to Nick's brother Joe Jonas, and cousin Parineeti Chopra, who wrote on, 'THE MEHNDI..
'Nick and I were looking forward to the Sangeet (musical evening), another pre wedding ritual.. During the event, two teams
made up of their family and friends donned lavish traditional outfits and competed against each other by re-enacting via dances
onstage their own interpretations of how Priyanka and Chopra met, resulting in a production fit for Bollywood.

The bride and groom shared on Instagram on Sunday morning, a day after the couple's nuptials, photos and videos from their
pre-wedding Sangeet party in the actress' native India.. How can the answer be improved? Priyanka jawalkar Priyanka Nick
First Wedding PicsIm so so happy that the Jonas and Chopra family are now united!!!'.. But we didn't have to worry about it -
coz Nick promised to do it all his life Welcome to the family Nick jiju!!Priyanka Jawalkar, Actress: Kala Varam Aaye.
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